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Internet of Things Inc. ("ITT"), is a cutting-edge technology firm providing businesses,
organizations and governments with effective solutions to meet their challenges, through its
artificial intelligence/machine learning platform. We currently work in strategic channels and
with partners to provide weather predictive and prescriptive solutions. ITT Inc.’s wholly-owned
subsidiaries including Weather Telematics Inc. and AI Labs Inc., Weather Telematics has a
very strong and distinctive 10 year history in predictive artificial intelligence and has helped
the US government and OEMs with large data sets which enable better planning,
management and ultimately more profitability. AI Labs is ITT Inc.’s R&D division, developing
the solutions that build upon Weather Telematics team and AI expertise

Imagine being able to cut costs and maximize revenues just by adding the right artificial
intelligence solution to your business! Weather Telematics is an AI data science company that
provides Ground Truth weather1 related intelligence data products for global enterprise,
government and consumer markets. Through our distinctive patented artificial intelligence
and IoT sensor technology, we are positioned to provide government, insurance, agriculture,
public safety, fleet management and outdoor sporting event industries with up to 72-hours
advance predictive weather data

1. Ground Truth is the current climatic condition at a “point” on earth. Right now a “point” is about 200-500 meters. Ground Truth is emerging
as an essential dataset for: last mile logistics; fixed and mobile asset management; insurance claims management, health and safety
industries smart city applications; and autonomous and assisted driving.
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Making Fleets Safer
Reducing your costs with industry leading
road-weather intelligence. Our Alert
Fleet’s rapid response, enables drivers to
react to pending weather hazards quickly,
lowering the probability of weatherrelated accidents
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Multi vehicles chain reaction fog-related crash on I-64 in York County, Va., Dec. 22, 2019

Source: Ten-year averages from 2007 to 2016 analyzed by Booz Allen Hamilton, based on NHTSA data
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Existing US government
on road technology
providing data, every 75
kms with only 2,500
RWIS stations across
the US

Weather Telematics on
road technology
providing data every
second
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THE PROBLEM
➢ Each year, U.S. carriers:

Lowering
Risks and
Cost With
Alert Fleet

o Lose US $2.85 billion due to weather-related issues
o There are approximately 500,000 accidents involving 18wheelers. The total economic cost of these accidents is US
$112 billion. 20% of these accidents are weather-related

o Pay an average US $6,800/month in insurance per vehicle with
deductibles as high as $25,000/incident
THE NEED
➢ Fleets need real-time weather data which enables better planning
and risk mitigation, resulting in lower operating costs
THE SOLUTION
➢ Weather Telematics’ Alert Fleet platform empowers drivers and
dispatchers to mitigate risk and react to new weather conditions in
real-time
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Cost
Savings

➢ Alert Fleet’s rapid response, enables drivers to react to
pending weather hazards quickly, reducing the probability of
weather-related accidents including:
o Smaller Accidents - eliminates or minimizes out of pocket accident
expenses which do not hit the deductible threshold
o Larger Accidents - eliminates the number of deductibles paid
o Monthly/Annual Insurance - lowers insurance premiums
o Reduces Fuel Consumption - through more efficient planning
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REALTIME ALERTS

Alert Fleets
Features

Alert Fleet provides hyperlocal advanced real-time road weather
alerts 300 meters ahead, 1 kilometer ahead and 100’s of kilometers
in advance of hazardous road conditions. These real-time road
weather conditions and alerts include:
o Dry, wet, icy, snow risks
o Ice risks (black ice, freezing rain)
o Hydroplaning/Flooding risk
o Low visibility risk (fog)
o Wind risk
o Hail risk
o Lightning risk
➢ Alert Fleet can be integrated into existing telematic service
provider portal’s or available as a standalone product

➢ Alert’s can be delivered inside the vehicle and to a dispatcher via
Email/SMS and mobile app integrations
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THE

CAUTION

Drivers’ Alert
BLACK ICE
ALERT

500
METERS

Drivers’ Alert
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HYDROPLANING RISK

Alert Fleet
Visualizations

HAIL RISK

LIGHTNING RISK

LOW VISIBILITY RISK

WIND RISK

ICING RISK
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Accuracy

Competitive
Differentiators

➢ Our ground weather and temperature models are more accurate
than our peers, as we have unique and proprietary data (100+
million miles of road sensor data) that we used to build and to
continually update our model. Our competitors use publicly
available atmospheric weather data to reflect/approximate ground
weather and temperature data.

Quality
➢ We offer customers up to 30x better global high-resolution data of
road temperature and weather data compared to our competition.
Current global weather models cover 10-15 square kilometers
(6.2-9.3 miles) and are updated every 6-12 hours. Our models
operate at 1 sq km resolution and update every 15-minutes or less.

Cost Effectiveness
➢ We are 50%-90% less expensive than our peers, because we run a
hybrid bare metal platform vs. cloud or supercomputer-based
solutions.
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Award Winning
Road Weather
Sensor

➢ Weather: air temperature; road temperature;
precipitation type; precipitation intensity;
pressure; humidity; solar radiation; and
lightning

➢ Bluetooth capable and built in communications
➢ Significantly more cost effective than competitors
➢ Transmit risks to road weather networks and receive real-time
ground truth risks.
➢ Sensor combined with a dashcam provide the ultimate road
weather risk intelligence platform for individual drivers and the rest
of the fleet.
➢ Ability to create a new monetization stream for your fleet.
➢ Turn your fleet into its own cost-effective weather station and get
the most accurate weather forecast and alerts available!

Road Weather
Network
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V2I: Vehicle to infrastructure, s the wireless exchange of critical safety and operational data between vehicles and highway infrastructure, intended primarily to avoid or mitigate
motor vehicle accidents but also to enable a wide range of other safety, mobility, and environmental benefits
V2V: Vehicle to Vehicle communications.
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Disclaimer
Certain statements herein may contain forward-looking statements and forward-looking information within the meaning of
applicable securities laws. Forward-looking statements or information appear in a number of places and can be identified by
the use of words such as “plans”, “expects” or “does not expect”, “is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”,
“intends”, ”predicts”, “anticipates” or “does not anticipate” or “believes” or variations of such words and phrases or statements
that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will” be taken, occur or be achieved. Such forwardlooking statements and information are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the Company’s
actual results, performance or achievements, or industry results, to be materially different from any future results, performance
or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statement or information. There can be no assurance that a
forward-looking statement or information referenced herein will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could
differ materially from those anticipated in such statements or information. Also, many of the factors are beyond the control of
the Company. We undertake no obligation to reissue or update any forward-looking statements or information except as
required by law. All forward-looking statements and information herein are qualified by this cautionary statement.
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